ERIDU TOWER OF BABEL

The purpose of this study is to consider the dimensions of the Biblical Tower of Babel that was said was started to be constructed by Nimrod some generations after the Flood of Noah. It appears that the ‘pyramid’ motif at this Eridu ancient site is functioning as some sort of alignment that is centered on the ziggurat that is in ruins
present towards the top of the ‘pyramid’ motif. In fact, if one superimposes the phi ratio spiral for a better visual effect, the fulcrum is centers on that ziggurat. Could this have been the foundation of the Tower of Babel? Based also on other ley-lines that the ‘square’ suggests, this Eridu ziggurat or once ‘Tower’ is positioned exactly to
both the phi ratio of the horizontal axis and the vertical axis within the square. Even the base line from the 2 end points of the corresponding slopes of the ‘pyramid’ has an angle that matches with a phi ratio factor. Thus, up to this point, one can reasonably presume that this ‘pyramid’ motif was just not drown at random to encircle or
project the ziggurats from flooding and human intrusion. And that such geometry is seen and occurs with other ancients sites. True. What one next suspected is that if this Eridu site is like any other of the ancient world, and especially having a ‘pyramid’ geoglyph carved out of the ground and that can even be seen from modern-day
satellites, it will have an Orion Star constellation correspondence. And sure enough, the 3 ancient ziggurats are aligned. In fact, the main giant Ziggurat would correlate to the largest of the Orion Belt Stars, Alnitak. Moreover, this configuration at Eridu would also correspond to the Great Pyramid of Giza and with 2 other building structures that are very eroded, especially the middle one that hardly has any traces of outlines. Interestingly, this massive ziggurat is exactly 555 nautical miles to the Temple Mount in Jerusalem and exactly 777 nautical miles to the Great Pyramid of Giza in Egypt. Are these coefficients coincidences also?
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